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We consider a population of density n (i.e. n individuals per unit area). Sup-
pose the individuals in this population have some specified kind of pairwise
contacts of some given average duration. We want to know what the average
fraction of the population is that is engaged in a contact at any given time
(in other words, the fraction of the time that will be taken up by contacts for
any given individual), and we denote this fraction by c(n).

The following reasonable properties of the function c(-) are usually assumed
in the literature (see, for example, Thieme (1992)); c(n) > 0 for all n > 0;
c(n) is non-decreasing in n; c(n) is linear for small n and constant for very
large n. Of course many functional forms can be suggested to satisfy these
properties. Dietz (1992) suggested the form c(n) = b+dr:,,, as a convenient
phenomenological description (this is the famous Honing disc equation from
a submodel of a predator that searches and 'handles' prey). In predator-
prey population dynamics this functional response is derived by an argument
that assumes a predator lives in an abundance of prey and is time-limited
from catching more and more prey by the fact that it needs to eat once in a
while the prey it has already caught. If the prey density is increased further
and further the number of prey actually caught per predator will saturate
because of this time-limitation (Bolling 1966). In the context of epidemiology,
however, where predator and prey are replaced by infected and susceptible
individuals, this argument is incomplete because now both individuals taking
part in a contact are time-limited. In Heesterbeek and Metz (1993) we give
a derivation, based on mechanistic assumptions about the contact process, of
the function c( ) taking this into account.

Let x(t) denote the density of single individuals at time t (i.e. those indi-
viduals that are, at time I, not engaged in a contact of the specified kind).
Two single individuals can form a (social) complex (in which the contacts
will take place) with some probability per unit of time p and such a complex
can break up into two singles with some probability per unit of time a. So,
the average complex duration is 1/a. The density of complexes at time I is
denoted by k(1), so we have a conservation equation x(t) 2k(t) = n(t). We
assume that the temporary complexes are formed between individuals accord-
ing to law of mass-action kinetics. Our key assumption is that the complexes
are only short lived, as compared to the time-scale on which the demographic
processess occur.
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The above assumptions lead to the following system of differential equa-
tions that describe the changes in x and k,

dx dk 1 2

dt
px2 2ak, ak

because one single individual contributes one half to a complex, and one
complex gives two single individuals when it dissolves. Note that births and
deaths do not appear in these equations as a result of our key assumption
about the time-scales at which the various processes occur; n is constant on
the time-scale of complex formation and dissociation (one can make this ar-
gument mathematically precise; for details see Heesterbeek and Metz (1993)).

If we look at the (quasi) steady state of this simple system, we find

1
k =

9
0i2

where 0 := p/a, which together with the conservation equation + 2k = n
leads to the (quasi) steady state density k = c(n)n with

20n
c(n) = (1)

1 +20n + + 40n

The function c(-) can easily be seen to have the properties listed in the second
paragraph.

When we want to apply this reasoning to epidemic models, we are, in the
simplest case, interested in two types of single individuals, susceptibles and in-
fectives. Of the three possible types of complexes formed, only the complexes
involving an infective and a susceptible are important for the transmission
rate that describes the number of new cases arising per unit of time per unit
area. If we let 0 describe the transmission rate constant within a suscepti-
ble/infective complex, and we denote the (quasi) steady state density of these
complexes by k12, then the transmission rate is 0k12. We allow the rates of
complex formation and dissociation to depend on the type of complex and
introduce pu,au (with the obvious interpretations). In general, one cannot
give an explicit expression for k12 but in the special case that

f)IL = 0, for all I, j
oj

we obtain
20n si

0142 = = fic(n)s (2)
1 + 20n VI + 40n n n

where s and i are the densities of susceptible and infective individuals, respec-
tively (counting both the single individuals and those involved in a complex),
and where c(n) is given by (1), as in the single-type case (see Heesterbeek
and Metz (1993) for details, the general result and other special cases).
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Instead of generalising the above approach, let us look at a special case of
(2). If the contacts between individuals were instantaneous and governed by
mass-action kinetics, the transmission rate would be given by fisi, where /3

is the transmission rate constant, since by definition of the mass-action law
(originating in chemical reaction kinetics) the collision rate of two types of
molecule is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the molecule-
types (which translates into the product of the densities of susceptible and
infective individuals in the epidemiological context). If contacts are instan-
taneous, their average duration is zero. Therefore, the transmission rate a.si
should be obtained as a special case of (2) if we let the average complex dura-
tion 1,-; tend to zero (i.e. let a oo). First note that letting a tend to infinity,
implies that 0 * 0 if p remains fixed. Second, if the complex duration tends
to zero and if we do not adjust the transmission rate constant d, then the
infection probability per contact will also tend to zero. This can easily be
seen directly from the probability p of transmission of infection per complex,

p = (1 (3)

where the first expression under the integral-sign is the probability that trans-
mission occurs within the first t time-units of the existence of the complex,
and the second term is the probability density function for complex duration.
Calculating p leads to

/3/a
P + a d/a +1

One now sees that the correct procedure in letting a oo is to let a oo
so as to keep the average infection probability p per complex fixed. This is
the same as assuming that ;3/a = 5, a constant. By rewriting (2) and taking
limits, the instantaneous mass-action expression is now obtained,

2pbn si i
lim = = dsi

1+20n + V1+ 40n n(3/-6

with a := 2pfl/a.
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